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1. GENERAL
INFORMATION

PROJECT TITLE Test Project

PROJECT DURATION TWO YEARS

THREE YEARS

Your Project is: Collaborative

Non-collaborative

Your Project is: Interdisciplinary

Non-Interdisciplinary
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HOW IS THIS PROJECT
INNOVATIVE?
write in 150 words only

The IoE Directorate has prepared a roadmap. As of date, it has met in its deliberative process, first Heads and Deans of all
Schools/Departments, then faculty of all Schools/Departments. Starting in the new term, it will meet Research Scholars in similar
fashion.

ADD PI DETAILS (MAX
TWO)

#1 NAME Vasuki Belavadi

DESGN / SCHOOL/ DEPT. Professor, Communication

UNIV ID 1111

MOBILE NO. 1234567890

EMAIL ID mail@mail.com

ADD CO-PI DETAILS
(MAX FIVE)

#1 Name of Co-PI VeeBee

Co-PI's Desgn. Professor

Co-PI's Tel. No. 2345678990

Co-PI's Email ID email1@mail.com

COLLABORATING
INSTITUTIONS

#1 Name of the Institution Name of the Institution HERE

URL of the Institution OR Collaborator http://www.mywebsite.com

PROJECT SUMMARY
(500 WORDS)
please do not exceed 500
words

IoE’s emphasis is, first and foremost, its students. It seeks to enable and facilitate improved services, facilities, quality of research
opportunities, visibility, collaborations, innovative programmes and courses. The IoE tagline ‘national needs, global standards’ is to
be geared towards academic, financial and administrative support for all its students. A range of plans is being developed towards
conferences/workshops (organising, attending), financial aid (travel, research grants), capacity-building programmes, information-
dissemination, campus-services, academic assistance, among others.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES
please provide bullet
points only

>POINT ONE
> POINT TWO
>POINT THREE
>POINT FOUR
>POINT FIVE



FUTURE POTENTIAL
in terms of basic
knowledge
outputs/applicability/techn
ologies) of the proposed
project

It has survived not only five centuries, but also the leap into electronic typesetting, remaining essentially unchanged. It was
popularised in the 1960s with the release of Letraset sheets containing Lorem Ipsum passages, and more recently with desktop
publishing software like Aldus PageMaker including versions of Lorem Ipsum.

ONGOING/ COMPLETED
PROJECTS IN THE LAST
10 YEARS

#1 Project Title PROJECT ONE

Project Cost (In INR Lakhs) 2340000

Duration One

Agency AGENCY ONE

National / International National

Status Completed

Project Outcome 20 MARGINALISED KIDS WERE ABLE TO TELL STORIES USING VIDEO

OVERLAP WITH ON-
GOING PROJECTS
in the lab/ field for the
team in case of cluster
projects, if any. if no
overlap, please mention
none.

NONE

2. PROJECT DETAILS



TARGETS
details dependent on
number of co-pis

PI-1 PI-2 Co-PI 1 Co-PI
2

Co-PI
3

Co-PI
4

Co-PI
5

First Six Months
Create Proposal

Workon
networki
ng

2nd Six Months Draw up syllabus Workon networking

3rd Six Months

Workon networking

There are many
variations of passages
of Lorem Ipsum
available, but the
majority have suffered
alteration in some form

4th Six Months There are many variations of passages of Lorem Ipsum
available, but the majority have suffered alteration in some
form

5th Six Months There are many variations of passages of Lorem Ipsum
available, but the majority have suffered alteration in some
form

6th Six Months There are many variations of passages of Lorem Ipsum
available, but the majority have suffered alteration in some
form

PI-1 PI-2 Co-PI 1 Co-PI
2

Co-PI
3

Co-PI
4

Co-PI
5

Review status and Gap
area(s) and how this
project will address the
identified gap at the
End-of-project (in 500
words), Please provide
key bibliographic
references:

ontrary to popular belief, Lorem Ipsum is not simply random text. It has roots in a piece of classical Latin literature from 45 BC,
making it over 2000 years old. Richard McClintock, a Latin professor at Hampden-Sydney College in Virginia, looked up one of the
more obscure Latin words, consectetur, from a Lorem Ipsum passage, and going through the cites of the word in classical literature,
discovered the undoubtable source.

Preliminary
observations (related to
the origin of the
proposal):

ontrary to popular belief, Lorem Ipsum is not simply random text. It has roots in a piece of classical Latin literature from 45 BC,
making it over 2000 years old. Richard McClintock, a Latin professor at Hampden-Sydney College in Virginia, looked up one of the
more obscure Latin words, consectetur, from a Lorem Ipsum passage, and going through the cites of the word in classical literature,
discovered the undoubtable source.



Objective-wise detailed
work plan, expected/
foreseen risks with
contingency plans
wherever applicable

ontrary to popular belief, Lorem Ipsum is not simply random text. It has roots in a piece of classical Latin literature from 45 BC,
making it over 2000 years old. Richard McClintock, a Latin professor at Hampden-Sydney College in Virginia, looked up one of the
more obscure Latin words, consectetur, from a Lorem Ipsum passage, and going through the cites of the word in classical literature,
discovered the undoubtable source.

Connectivity (for cluster
projects):

ontrary to popular belief, Lorem Ipsum is not simply random text. It has roots in a piece of classical Latin literature from 45 BC,
making it over 2000 years old. Richard McClintock, a Latin professor at Hampden-Sydney College in Virginia, looked up one of the
more obscure Latin words, consectetur, from a Lorem Ipsum passage, and going through the cites of the word in classical literature,
discovered the undoubtable source.

FIRST SIX MONTHS The standard chunk of Lorem Ipsum used since the 1500s is reproduced below for those interested.

3RD SIX MONTHS The standard chunk of Lorem Ipsum used since the 1500s is reproduced below for those interested.

5TH SIX MONTHS The standard chunk of Lorem Ipsum used since the 1500s is reproduced below for those interested.

2ND SIX MONTHS The standard chunk of Lorem Ipsum used since the 1500s is reproduced below for those interested.

4TH SIX MONTHS The standard chunk of Lorem Ipsum used since the 1500s is reproduced below for those interested.

6TH SIX MONTHS The standard chunk of Lorem Ipsum used since the 1500s is reproduced below for those interested.

Suggested plan of
action for the utilization
of expected outputs
from the project:
how do you plan to use the
outputs from the project?
(max 8000 characters)

There are many variations of passages of Lorem Ipsum available, but the majority have suffered alteration in some form, by injected
humour, or randomised words which don't look even slightly believable. If you are going to use a passage of Lorem Ipsum, you need
to be sure there isn't anything embarrassing hidden in the middle of text. All the Lorem Ipsum generators on the Internet tend to
repeat predefined chunks as necessary, making this the first true generator on the Internet. It uses a dictionary of over 200 Latin
words, combined with a handful of model sentence structures, to generate Lorem Ipsum which looks reasonable. The generated
Lorem Ipsum is therefore always free from repetition, injected humour, or non-characteristic words etc.

3. BUDGETS, CVs

File Upload Title Higher-Education.pdf (application/pdf)

File Upload Title No files uploaded.

File Upload Title No files uploaded.

4. SIGN OFF

http://ioe.uohyd.ac.in/wp-content/uploads/fsqm-files/Higher-Education.pdf


POTENTIAL REVIEWERS
OF THE PROJECT (MAX
FOUR)

#1 Name NAME ONE REVIEWER

Organisation ORGN ONE

Mobile No. 4567890123

Email ID email3@mail.com

#2 Name NAME TWO REVIEWER

Organisation ORGN TWO

Mobile No. 5678901234

Email ID email6@mail.com

Any additional
information you would
like to provide

CERTIFICATE BY PI I/We agree to abide by the terms and conditions of utilization of grant as per UoH for IoE projects.

I/We have not submitted this or a similar project proposal elsewhere for financial support.

I/We undertake that spare time on permanent equipment and will be made available to other researchers/ users.

I/We undertake to submit progress reports, Statement of Expenditure (SE)/ accounts, Utilisation Certificates (UC) etc as prescribed
by UoH under IoE proposals.

We have submitted/ uploaded all the documents required by the IoE Directorate



ADD PI DETAILS (MAX
TWO)

#1 NAME VASUKI BELAVADI

DESGN / SCHOOL/ DEPT. PROFESSOR/ COMMUNICATON

UNIV ID 1111

MOBILE NO. 1234567890

EMAIL ID mail@mail.com

ADD CO-PI DETAILS
(MAX FIVE)

#1 Name of Co-PI PI ONE

Co-PI's Desgn. PROFESSOR

Co-PI's Tel. No. 234567890-

Co-PI's Email ID email9@mail.com

SIGNATURE OF THE PI

DATE & TIME OF
SUBMISSION
click on the now button to
insert current date & time
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